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Our manufacturing expertise has been refined for more than a 
century, bringing unmatched customization, quality, and service to our 
customers. All of our products embody our commitment to providing 
the widest variety of wire mesh at an unbeatable value. Nowhere 
else will you find manufacturing flexibility, precision, and dedicated 
customer service like you receive when working with us.





WOVEN WIRE BASICS



Woven Spacing/Opening/Diameter Relationship |  The basic relationship 
between wire spacing, wire diameter, and clear opening can be expressed by 
a simple algebraic relationship:  

Wire Spacing = Wire Diameter + Opening Size
Opening Size = Wire Spacing - Wire Diameter
Wire Diameter = Wire Spacing - Opening Size

Edge to Edge 
Wire Spacing

Center to Center 
Wire Spacing

Clear Opening Wire Diameter

The variety of crimping styles and methods used in achieving Banker Wire’s 
unique aesthetic can alter the shape of the wire. For a true measurement of 
wire diameter, carefully consider where the measurement is taken.

Wire Spacing |  Wire spacing (also called mesh spacing) can be defined 
either as a measured distance expressed in inches, or as the number of 
openings per lineal inch expressed as a count. Beware! Countless errors 
have occurred due to confusion between 2 mesh (1/2" on center) and  
2" mesh (2" on center).
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Banker Wire manufactures coarse, pre-crimped woven wire mesh. Our product 
spacing ranges from 12 mesh up to 6" clear opening. We manufacture over 8000 
different spacing, diameter, and crimp combinations. Customization is readily 
available with tool making capabilities in house.    

Pre-crimped woven wire mesh is constructed of wires that have been crimped prior 
to weaving them together in a loom. Crimping the wires before weaving provides 
stability and consistency in larger spaced wire mesh. Various crimping styles have 
been developed over the years to improve manufacturing efficiencies, function, 
and aesthetics.   

The information below covers the basics of woven wire mesh and topics to consider 
when choosing the right product for your application. Our knowledgeable staff is 
standing by to help you with your next requirement.IN
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.063 Square .125 x .060 Flat
.125 x .050  

Fluted
.375 x .060 Flat .375 x .063 

Fluted
.250 Square

Most industrial specifications are 
produced with round cross section wire. 
Whenever possible, refer to the wire 
diameter in decimals of an inch, rather 
than gauge. Confusion between ferrous 
and non-ferrous gauge numbers and sheet 
steel numbers results in incorrect wire 
diameters being specified. Standard wire 
diameters used are shown to the left.
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Wire Mesh Weight Conversion

Plain steel 100.00%

Aluminum 34.70%

Stainless Steel 101.00%

Copper 114.10%

Bronze 112.10%

C230 Brass 110.50%

C270 Brass 108.80%

Monel 113.30%

Nickel 112.30%

Titanium 57.70%

Weight and Conversions | Below on the left is a list of common generic metals we turn into wire mesh every day. All of our weights listed on spec sheets and 
in our product databases are based on the specific gravity of plain/mild steel. The percentages in the chart below should be used to convert the weight from 
plain steel to the desired alloy. On the right side of the chart are two examples of how we use the conversion chart to calculate weight of different alloys. In 
the examples we use L-441, which from the spec sheet we know has a plain steel weight of .830 pounds per square foot (lb/SF).

To determine the weight of L-441 in aluminum, the plain 
steel weight (.830) should be multiplied by 34.7%.  

The equation is shown below.

.830 x .347 = .28801 lb/SF in Aluminum

L-441 in Aluminum

To determine the weight of L-441 in bronze, the plain 
steel weight (.830) should be multiplied by 112.1%.  

The equation is shown below.

.830 x 1.121 = .93043 lb/SF in Bronze

L-441 in Bronze

Shaped Wire |  Banker Wire offers a variety of wire mesh made with shaped wire. Below are some examples of the square wire, flat 
wire, and fluted wire that we offer. For more information on our shaped wire offerings, please contact us.
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Plain - PL |  Plain crimp is a simple 
zigzag style of crimping where warp and 
fill wires intersect at every available 
pocket. With Pre-Crimped material, the 
Plain Crimp is most common when Mesh 
to Diameter (MD) Ratios are 4:1 or less. 
This un-tooled look produces a smooth 
and subtle pattern. Our designation for 
this crimp style is PL.

Lock Crimp - LC |  Lock Crimp is a more 
modern and very versatile crimp style 
that has been largely overlooked for 
architectural applications. Unlike Plain 
Crimp, Lock Crimp is characterized by 
straight sections of wire connected 
by a well-defined ‘bump’ at the wire 
intersections. Lock Crimp yields 
material with superb dimensional 
stability and has a clean look that many 
designers find visually appealing. Lock 
Crimp works well at practically any MD 
ratio of 4:1 and greater. Our designation 
for this crimp style is LC.

Flat Top - FT |  Flat top is really a 
modified version of Lock Crimp, except 
that all the crimping is offset to one side 
of the material. The result is a smooth 
plane in which all of the wire surfaces 
are flush with one another to give a 
flat appearance to the front of a Flat 
Top piece. The back side shows crimps 
approximately twice the height of a Lock 
Crimp. Originally developed to present a 
smooth surface to material flow, or as a 
backer screen for finer mesh, Flat Top 
is also used extensively in architectural 
applications. Our designation for this 
crimp style is FT.

Intercrimp - I3, I5, I7, etc |  While not 
really a fundamental crimp style, we 
choose to list it with the other crimp 
styles because of its widespread use. 
Intercrimp is simply Plain Crimp except 
that wire intersections occur only at 
every 3rd, 5th, 7th intersection, etc. 
This type of weave is practical only at 
MD ratios of 6:1  or more, and is best 
suited for ratios of 8:1 or more. We 
designate this style of weave as I3, I5, 
I7, etc. Our designation for this crimp 
style is I#.

Triple Shute - TS | Triple Shute is a 
specialty crimp style that is generally 
used in conjunction with another crimp 
style. It consists of relatively long 
sections of straight wire connected 
by groupings of three Plain Crimp 
pockets. The resulting material has 
rectangular openings of very high 
aspect ratio. Developed originally as a 
non-blinding sizing product, it also has 
interesting architectural properties. Our 
designation for this crimp style is TS.

Faux Cable - PS | Faux Cable is a 
variant of the triple shoot crimp style, 
but instead of having the clusters of 
three closely spaced wires separated 
by a small space, Faux Cable has its 
clusters of wires (generally 2, 3, or 4) 
spaced tightly together with no gaps 
between adjacent wires. While some 
manufacturers produce this style of 
material by simply pressing groups 
of wires together, Banker Wire places 
special crimps in the surface of the 
wire. This technique assures absolute 
repeatability in the mesh spacing and 
eliminates any problems associated 
with cumulative pitch variation. 
Cumulative pitch variation can result in 
aesthetic problems when attempting to 
align multiple panels. Our designation 
for this crimp style is PS.

HELIX - HX | Developed by Banker 
Wire, the helix is a new crimp style 
with enormous design potential. For 
years, the wire mesh industry has been 
limited to making squares, rectangles, 
and diamonds.  Banker Wire introduces 
a design that represents a whole new 
category of wire mesh construction. 
Naturally flowing circular shaped 
openings are created when intersecting 
the helical wires. The smooth lines 
created by the spiral shaped wires give 
this mesh a soft and tranquil look and 
feel. The helix can also be combined 
with any other fundamental crimp style, 
creating a truly unique woven wire 
mesh pattern. Our designation for this 
crimp style is HX.

TWILL - TW | Exploring further into 
traditional weave styles, Banker Wire 
refines the classic twill style weave for 
architectural purposes. Traditionally, 
the twill style weave allows for a tighter 
mesh to diameter ratio which reduces 
the need to form the wire beyond its 
physical limitations. Four independent 
heddle frames on the loom allow for 
complex wire positioning that create 
a number of parallel diagonal pattern 
configurations. Pre-crimping a twill 
style mesh allows complete control of 
the unique visual detail, emphasizing 
the herringbone pattern in a large scale 
woven wire mesh. Our designation for 
this crimp style is TW.

Crimp Styles |  The wire crimping process is critical in producing consistent, top quality woven wire mesh. Banker Wire continues to be the innovative 
force in architectural wire mesh manufacturing by exploring new ways of crimping and weaving wire. The following will provide more detail about the eight 
fundamental crimp styles: plain, lock, intercrimp, flat top, triple shoot, faux cable, helix, and twill. These styles are building blocks and can be combined and 
modified to produce endless compositions of texture and reflectivity.
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Percent Open Area (POA) and Mesh to Diameter Ratio (MD) |  Percent open area is the ratio of hole area to total screen area at a 90° angle of incidence 
to the plane of the material, expressed as a percentage. Material with 40% open area will have 40 square inches of opening for every 100 square inches 
of material. Percent open area helps in comparing various materials as to how easily a product, air, or light, will pass through the screen. In the visual 
below, we placed an apple behind the example mesh to demonstrate how the POA affects what can be seen.

Mesh to Diameter ratio MD is the mesh spacing (center to center) divided by the wire diameter. As a manufacturer, this is very useful to us as MD is used 
to help determine the optimal crimp style to use in the various mesh to diameter relationship scenarios. By selecting the most favorable crimp style, 
we are able to provide a higher quality mesh more efficiently. Aesthetically, the lower the MD ratio, the more heft the wire mesh will appear to have; the 
higher the MD ratio, the less heft a mesh will appear to have.

POA = 35% 
MD = 2.38 

3/8” Mesh .162 (P-126)

POA = 47% 
MD = 3.17

2 Mesh .162 (P-49)

POA = 62% 
MD = 4.76

3/4” Mesh .162 (L-114)

POA = 80% 
MD = 9.52

1.5” Mesh .162 (L-139)

AR 1 : 1 AR 2 : 1 AR 4 : 1 AR 6 : 1

Aspect Ratio (AR) |  Aspect Ratio is a useful way to characterize materials that have slotted openings or rectangular repeat patterns. It is the ratio of the 
larger pattern repeat distance to the smaller pattern repeat distance. Banker Wire woven wire mesh can be customized to achieve a variety of aesthetics. 
Shown in the railing mock-up below we have inserted four different aspect ratios to show you the difference in appearance.  

Standard Specification for Industrial Woven Wire Cloth (ASTM E2016 - 11) http://www.astm.org/Standards/E2016.htm

Banker Wire manufactures industrial woven wire mesh per ASTM 2016. The woven wire mesh ASTM provides tolerances to apertures, wire 
diameters, permissible blemishes associated with a specific wire mesh range of specifications.  

Banker Wire’s Quality Control

At Banker Wire we pride ourselves in using ASTM E2016-11 as just the base of our quality control. Our internal standards go far beyond basic 
tolerances. To ensure that our architectural mesh meets our high expectations for quality and consistency, we use wire that has been inspected 
and certified prior to manufacturing. Each finished piece of wire mesh is inspected with visual aesthetics and the designer’s vision in mind. 
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Aluminum |  At only 1/3 the weight of 
steel, Aluminum has very adaptable 
qualities as a woven wire product. 
Aluminum wire mesh is highly resistant 
to atmospheric corrosion, reasonably 
priced, and it has a variety of surface 
treatment options that make it a 
good candidate for many applications. 
Aluminum is an excellent option for 
wire mesh when weight and corrosion 
resistance are primary concerns.  

Brass |  Brass wire is drawn bright and 
exhibits a gold like color.  Considered a 
“Living Finish”, the natural color change 
does occur quickly and depending 
on the environmental conditions, the 
end color will vary. In general, under 
exterior conditions in the presence 
of salt, moisture, and sunlight, Brass 
will transition from bright to shades of 
green, then brown patina. Because of the 
enormous range of Brass’s natural colors 
experienced through weathering, there 
are a number of coatings or chemicals 
that can be used to either speed up or 
slow down the process. 

Copper | Pure E110 Copper wire is 
drawn bright and exhibits a shiny 
salmon red color. Considered a “Living 
Finish”, the natural color change 
does occur quickly and depending 
on the environmental conditions, the 
end color will vary. In general, under 
exterior conditions in the presence of 
salt, moisture, and sunlight, Copper 
will transition from bright to shades of 
brown, then grays, then finally a blue-
green or gray green patina. Because 
of the enormous range of Copper’s 
natural colors experienced through 
weathering, there are a number of 
coatings or chemicals that can be 
used to either speed up or slow down 
the process. 

Bronze |  Bronze wire is drawn bright 
and exhibits a caramel like color. 
Considered a “Living Finish”, the 
natural color change does occur quickly 
and depending on the environmental 
conditions, the end color will vary. In 
general, under exterior conditions 
in the presence of salt, moisture, 
and sunlight, Bronze will transition 
from bright to shades brown patina. 
Because of the enormous range of 
Bronze’s natural colors experienced 
through weathering, there are a 
number of coatings or chemicals that 
can be used to either speed up or slow 
down the process. 

Plain Steel | Plain Steel – “Mild”, low 
carbon steel - typically contains 6% 
to 12% carbon content and is directly 
cold drawn from hot rolled rod. This 
material represents very good value 
and is widely used in applications 
where its weld-ability, strength, and 
economy make it a popular option.  
Banker Wire manufactures plain steel 
wire in house for its woven and welded 
wire mesh products.

Pre-Galvanized | “Pre-Galv” wire is 
carbon steel which has been coated 
with a very thin layer of Zinc during the 
wire drawing process.  Pre-galv wire 
is only slightly more expensive than 
plain steel wire, but offers improved 
corrosion resistance.  Pre-galv wire is 
a great base material if considering a 
wire mesh with a powder coated finish 
in an exterior application.

Stainless Steel | Stainless steel is 
often used for both architectural 
and industrial applications.  The vast 
number of specific types and grades of 
stainless steels can be manufactured 
as wire mesh to improve performance 
in corrosion resistance, formability, 
and aesthetics.  Stainless steel is 
steel with the addition of chromium.  
The chromium produces an oxide 
layer at the surface that is known 
as the “Passive layer”. This passive 
layer protects and prevents further 
corrosion.  Other metals such as nickel, 
molybdenum, titanium, manganese are 
added throughout the many types of 
stainless steels.  

Galfan® | Galfan is a carbon steel wire 
with a heavier coating that is 95% zinc 
and 5% aluminum.  The thicker zinc 
coating makes this wire more corrosion 
resistant than “Regular Coating”.   The 
coating is allowed to be much heavier 
because of the added aluminum in the 
mixture.  The aluminum allows the wire’s 
ductility to remain high which prevents 
the coating from cracking off during wire 
mesh manufacturing.  

Raw Materials | Architectural wire mesh fabrics can be produced at Banker Wire using a wide variety of raw materials that suit all specifications, budgets, and 
design goals. The most common materials are 300 series stainless steels. The most basic stainless steel, 304, is recommended for interior applications. For 
exterior applications that require additional resistance to acids and salts, 316 is recommended. Carbon steel, pre-galvanized steel, aluminum, and copper based 
alloys (bronze, brass, and copper) are among the many alternatives that are readily available at Banker Wire. We can also combine alloys within a wire mesh 
pattern to create unique pieces with color and textural variety.  For more information on the materials described below, please visit: www.bankerwire.com



Powder Coating | Powder coating is a cost effective way 
to add an unlimited range of colors to wire mesh. Powder 
coating uses an electrostatic charge to attract a fluidized 
powder evenly across all surfaces of the wire mesh.  The 
electrostatic charge holds the pigmented powder until 
it passes through an oven where it melts and adheres 
permanently to the wire mesh. After curing, the wire mesh 
has a colorful and durable coating that adds to the desired 
aesthetic of the project.

Decorative Plating | Decorative plating is an elect 
rodeposition process where a thin layer of brass, nickel, 
chrome, or copper is deposited on the wire mesh surface.  
A decorative antique plated finish can really bring out the 
texture of a woven wire mesh in ways that other coatings 
cannot.  The thin layer of metal does not mask the detail of 
the wire mesh but rather highlights it. The antique plated 
finish process introduces a dark oxide layer over top of the 
bright plated alloy. Then, visual depth is created by physically 
relieving the high points of the wire mesh allowing the bright 
plated alloy to show through. A thin layer of lacquer is 
applied after plating to help preserve the finish from further 
tarnishing.

Black Oxide | Black oxide is an immersion process that 
creates an “organic” dark metallic appearance on plain steel 
and stainless steel wire mesh. Black oxide is not a coating 
but a chemical conversion at the upper most layer of wire 
mesh alloy. This means that the detail of the wire mesh is 
not masked by a buildup of coating thickness. The black 
oxide finish is integral to the wire mesh material, therefore 
the wire mesh can be formed post process without concern 
of crack or fracture. The gloss level, ranging from matte to 
semi-gloss, of the final finish is dependent on the surface 
finish of the material being processed.

US10B | The US10B finish darkens the bronze, brass, or 
copper followed by a clear lacquer top coat (for interior 
applications). Our standard offering targets visually 
enhancing the texture of the wire mesh pattern by 
darkening the wire and then physically relieving the 
highpoints. 

The richness of wire mesh woven in bronze, brass, and copper brings unmatched color and warmth to your project. Banker 
Wire weaves all copper based alloys in a natural “mill finish”, “bare” condition. A secondary process must be introduced if 
the desired final finish is to be preserved in either a darkened (US10B) or satin (US10A) appearance. 

US10A | The US10A finish physically removes the tarnish 
from the top layer of the bronze, brass, or, copper and seals 
it with a clear lacquer topcoat (For interior applications).

Secondary Finishes | To enhance the appearance of the final product, we offer a variety of secondary finishes through our outside vendors. Banker Wire is 
happy to assist in the early design stages.  We can identify the appropriate raw materials and a secondary finish to establish a specification needed to satisfy 
the desired final performance and aesthetic. Typical secondary finishes applied to the wire mesh include black oxide, powder coating, decorative plating, 
passivation, US10B and US10A, as well as hot-dip galvanizing. When appropriate, Banker Wire can facilitate the specified finish and deliver the fabricated 
materials ready to install using our outside vendors. For more information on secondary finishes, please visit: www.bankerwire.com

Please note that specialty finishes such as US10B, US10A, and Black Oxide are not coatings. They are transformations of the existing base metal finish 
performed using a batch process. Deviations of color are inherent in these processes from job to job.  
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SBANKER WIRE’S 
STANDARD FINISH

Banker Wire manufactures all of its products in 
a bare, mill finished condition. Our wire, while 
bare, always complies with our high-expectations 
for quality and consistency. It should be noted, 
however, that at times there may be subtle, varying 
degrees of light and dark shading in smooth, 
diamond drawn wire. These subtle shadings are not 
defects, but rather, are part of the natural beauty 
and charm of the material. 

Passivation (not shown) is highly recommended for 
all stainless steel exterior applications. Passivation 
ensures all “free iron” contaminates have been 
removed and strengthens the naturally occurring 
passive oxide layer. 

For more information on secondary finishes, please 
visit: www.bankerwire.com





RAILING



Banker Wire decorative woven wire mesh is an exciting 
alternative to other common ornamental iron work materials 
for grand staircase designs. Marmol Radziner Associates 
incorporated Banker Wire M13Z-145 Rigid Cable wire mesh 
into their grand staircase design. The Dorland Company did a 
fantastic job in fabricating the post and rail.



M13Z-145

ALTAMIRA  
PRIVATE RESIDENCE

Interior Railing
Palos Verdes, California, USA

Shown below in stainless steel



The Cambrian Beeline is a Public Art project that is part of the 
Cambrian Branch Library, a project commissioned by the City of 
San Jose, California. The library was designed by Anderson Brule 
Architects. Andrea Myklebust and Stanton G. Sears designed 
the 80 feet of railing was built for the monumental stairway 
and balcony. The railing utilizes Banker Wire’s L-81 pattern in 
stainless steel, and includes more than 70 cast bronze and glass 
elements. Imagery in the work is drawn from the natural and 
agricultural history of the region. 



L-81

CAMBRIAN BEELINE

Interior Railing
San Jose, California, USA

We really enjoyed working with [wire mesh] and hope to 
have an opportunity to use it again in the near future – 
the material’s potential for fine art applications is broad.”

“ 
Andrea Myklebust
Artist, Myklebust + Sears

Shown below in standard bare bronze



The 500,000-square-foot Naval Hospital Camp Pendleton opened in December 
2013 and serves members of the military in a healing and calming environment 
from the moment they arrive on the campus to the moment they leave. The new 
hospital replaces a 1960s-era building that needed extensive seismic retrofitting. 
The large volume of outpatient visits made providing convenient parking a crucial 
concern for the hospital’s project team resulting in a parking garage, which has 
partitions and railings filled by Banker Wire woven wire mesh, and additional 
surface lots that provide more than 2,500 parking spaces for patients.

The Banker Wire M13Z-145 woven wire mesh used in the garage’s multi-level 
partitions lets in an abundance of natural light, complementing the structure’s 
soothing green and blue accents and ocean views. This pattern features vertical 
triple wire, woven with consistent horizontal rods. Its long aspect ratio contrasts 
with its vertical orientation, giving the partitions a balanced appearance. On the 
garage’s staircases, walkways and pedestrian bridge, Banker Wire FPZ-10 woven 
wire mesh provides durability, fall protection and a unique look. The rectangular 
openings in the FPZ-10 pattern allow natural light transmission, and the stainless 
steel metal fabric picks up the stairwells’ blue and green hues.



FPZ-10

M13Z-145

CAMP PENDLETON
NAVAL HOSPITAL

Exterior Railing and Wall Façade
Camp Pendleton, California, USA

We selected the Banker Wire product based 
on a combination of quality and cost factors. 
This structure will serve the military, so we’re 
very glad it turned out so well.

“ 
”John O’Connell

Project Manager, Bapko Metal, Inc.

Shown below in stainless steel

Shown below in stainless steel



The Cedar Grove Parking Garage, located in Eagan, MN, is a two-level parking structure designed to 
accommodate the parking needs of the nearby Paragon Outlet Center and other developments. The 
architect of the Parking garage was RSP Architects.

From the City of Eagan’s website, “The architectural elements of the ramp are intended to respect the 
design of the outlet center using compatible materials and vertical elements, but not copy it. The design 
uses brick veneer exterior broken up by colored concrete panels with architectural expressions that are 
consistent with the vertical design of the outlet center while maintaining its utilitarian purpose as a public 
parking facility. The main stair towers will be enclosed in glass and the lower level openings covered in an 
architectural grate, both to add additional material quality and provide functional safety for its users.”

Banker Wire’s M44-2 is utilized as the railing infill panels on the interior stairs of the parking garage. SJD-3 
is utilized as the architectural grates that cover the lower level parking garage openings. Banker Wire also 
provided the raw sticks of U-edge to Standard Iron for fabrication.



M44-2

SJD-3

CEDAR GROVE 
PARKING GARAGE

Interior Railing
Eagan, Minnesota, USA

Shown below in stainless steel

Shown below in stainless steel



The new School of Pharmacy building at Concordia University Wisconsin 
campus is located along the beautiful high bluffs overlooking Lake 
Michigan. Designed by Mayer Helminiak Architects, the school recently 
received the Architectural Portfolio Award for outstanding design in the 
post-secondary category from American School & University magazine.

Two large glass enclosed egress stairways feature stainless steel M22-22 
woven wire mesh infill panels mounted using glass clips. The openness of 
the stainless steel wire mesh railing infill panels keeps the space well lit by 
the outside light coming in. The interior lighting fills the space and glows 
against the wire mesh at night.



M22-22

CONCORDIA UNIVERSITY
SCHOOL OF PHARMACY

Interior Railing
Mequon, Wisconsin, USA

Shown below in stainless steel



The Fred Rogers Center at Saint Vincent College in Latrobe, Pennsylvania, was designed 
by FortyEighty Architecture and constructed by the Massaro Corporation. Acting as a 
gateway to the campus, this building was awarded LEED GOLD Certification from the 
USGBC (U.S. Green Building Council Global).

The Architects at FortyEighty Architecture wanted an architectural mesh that would 
function both as a railing and as a sunscreen for offices below an exterior mezzanine. 
Banker M13Z-345 Architectural wire mesh was chosen due to its strength and apparent 
percent open area when the sun is at high angles of incidence. The triple shute weave 
also offers a unique pattern and texture of long aspect ratio and the heavy “bands” of the 
triple wire weave.



M13Z-345

FRED ROGERS 
CENTER

Exterior Railing and Sunscreen
Latrobe, Pennsylvania USA

Shown below in stainless steel



 The GG Brown Memorial Laboratories building at the University of Michigan, 
College of Engineering underwent a major renovation and 62,000 sq. ft. addition 
in the summer of 2014. The renovation provided state-of-the-art improvements 
to academic and laboratory facilities as well as more accessible and efficient 
administrative spaces. 

The bridge which provides access to the new addition to the GG Brown building, 
utilizes Banker Wire’s LZ-55 woven wire mesh pattern. LZ-55 was created based 
on the Golden Ratio in mathematics. The simple, yet high-definition lock crimp 
pattern is a perfect balance of spacing and diameter for when strength and high 
percent open area is important.

We were pushing the envelope with this 
design, and Banker Wire appeared to be the 
only company that could make it a reality. 
They were able to customize their product 
to suit our needs, and they were very easy 
to work with throughout the entire project. 

“ 

MARK J. McPARTLIN, RA, LEED AP BD+C
Integrated Design Solutions

”



LZ-55

GG BROWN BUILDING

Exterior Bridge Railing
Ann Arbor, Michigan, USA

Shown below in stainless steel



M13Z-293 wire mesh pattern woven in stainless steel makes up this 
western home’s grand staircase railing. Set along the Snake River, 
the home embraces its surroundings with natural and responsible 
materials. The delicate wire mesh triple shute pattern creates a 
corduroy like texture that creates boundary but does not overwhelm 
the space. The well lit space fills the room with natural light revealing 
each materials texture and reflectivity in each their own way.

The woven wire mesh’s transparency and classic construction makes 
this the right material to add a look of both vintage and modern.



M13Z-293

JOHN DODGE 
RESIDENCE

Interior Railing
Wilson, Wyoming, USA

Shown below in stainless steel



The large contemporary Lake Forest, Illinois home showcases the modern look 
of S-15 flat wire woven wire mesh for their staircase railing infill panels. Framed 
in a thin channel perimeter, the railing maintains the openness of the space. The 
intercrimp weave of the large flat wire captures the light and reflects it at all 
angles creating a unique interior design element that will create neighbor envy.



S-15

LAKE FOREST 
RESIDENCE

Interior Railing
Lake Forest, Illinois, USA

Shown below in stainless steel



Three different woven wire mesh patterns were used throughout this beautiful 
Truckee. California mountain home. The simple yet elegant M22-8 twin wire 
intercrimp mesh pattern is welded to a 1.5” flat bar frame and makes up the 
homes main staircase railing going up to the second floor. The high percent 
open area of this wire mesh maintains the open concept feel of this well lit 
space. P-286 is a smaller scale square plain crimp wire mesh pattern that 
contrasts beautifuly with the painted kitchen cabinets and stained locker 
cabinets. Lastly, maximizing clear opening without sacrificing strength, 
the big L-70 (4” Mesh .375” Lockcrimp) mesh pattern is a mainstay in the 
western mountain states as exterior deck railing mesh infill panel material.



MARTIS CAMP

Interior & Exterior Railing, Cabinetry
Truckee, California, USA

M22-8

P-286

L-70

Shown below in stainless steel

Shown below in standard bare bronze

Shown below in plain steel



Using Banker Wire SZ-4 architectural wire mesh, Steven Dona Architecture chose to 
provide their client with a first class solution to the common problem of giving a sense of 
protection from a deck railing while not blocking the view. Glass railing might have been the 
obvious solution, but in the Architect’s point of view, glass panels lack mass when viewed 
at a distance, losing the overall design detail. Massive stainless steel railing was custom 
built around the Copper/Stainless mixed wire mesh providing security and detail even when 
viewed from the shoreline. Another benefit of using woven wire mesh versus glass for infill 
panels – one that can be appreciated by both homeowner and birds – is that the woven mesh 
can be seen by flying birds while glass can be invisible, causing collisions.



SZ-4

MERCER ISLAND
RESIDENCE

Exterior Railing
Mercer Island, Washington, USA

Shown below in stainless steel and copper



ONE at The North End is the first phase of a Milwaukee downtown neighborhood 
development designed by Engberg Anderson Architects. The wire mesh balconies for 
this mixed-use building were integrated into the design as a tailored component with 
high percent open areas. The L-62 stainless wire mesh was bent at 90 degrees to 
form the corners, creating a smooth, seamless look. The rigid construction of Banker 
Wire’s lock crimp wire mesh makes this design possible.

Overlooking the Milwaukee River, the $15.5 million building features 83 residential 
units. The 97,470 sq.ft. of residential space includes a club room, with attached media 
room, that opens onto 15,000 sq.ft. of green roof, including a portion dedicated to 
private walk-out resident patios. An on-site fitness room, attached to the lobby, gives 
the feel of a hip, urban hotel. The building has 174 heated, enclosed parking spaces 
and 12,700 sq.ft. of ground floor retail. Phase II is underway.



L-62

ONE AT THE 
NORTH END

Exterior Railings
Milwaukee, Wisconsin, USA

Shown below in stainless steel



Banker Architectural wire mesh is rigid and holds its form when cut into shapes and 
angles. This is the situation as Banker wire S-18 decorative wire mesh is used to define 
this residential staircase.

This stunning Park City, Utah home is constructed by Aerie Construction and the 
wood, stone and metal used throught the spaces create a natural setting for many 
nights of entertainment and cozy relaxation.



S-18

PARK CITY
RESIDENCE

Interior Railing
Park City, Utah, USA

Shown below in stainless steel



A 10,700 square foot, two-story retail building in Mequon, Wisconsin, housing a 
PNC Bank, was outfitted with Banker Wire’s S-15 flat wire woven mesh and Versatile 
Spine frame. The panels were designed with the Versatile Spine to be similar to 
1/2” glass, this allowed the use of standard glass clips to be used in the mounting.



S-15

Versatile Spine

PNC BANK LOBBY
Interior Railing

Mequon, Wisconsin, USA

Shown below in stainless steel



On July 4, 2013, the Statue of Liberty reopened after undergoing a number of renovations 
– including new stairway railings inside the monument’s pedestal. Banker Wire’s L-92 
woven wire mesh, in bronze, was used as railing infill panels, enhancing the look and 
durability of the interior staircases.

The single most important detail in this installation was the repeatability of the mesh 
pattern. Banker Wire’s L-92 mesh pattern is woven in a lockcrimp style. Straight sections 
of wire are connected by highly-defined, lockcrimped intersection, ensuring the panels’ 
stability. The mesh matched the aesthetic standards of the national landmark through the 
attention to detail and customization options for which Banker Wire has become known. 



L-92

STATUE OF LIBERTY 
RENOVATION

Interior Railing
New York City, New York, USA

It was a pleasure working with Banker 
Wire. The project went very smoothly, and 
the material provides a perfect aesthetic, 
high durability and is easily serviceable.

“ “ 

Rich Blatman
President, SRS, Inc.

Shown below in standard bare bronze



The world’s tallest observation wheel, the High Roller at the LINQ, opened in 
Las Vegas on March 31, 2014. Railings featuring Banker Wire woven wire mesh 
guide visitors onto the 550-foot High Roller, which takes them on 30-minute 
rides high above the Las Vegas strip. Southwest Architectural Metals designed 
the stainless steel railing system – relying on Banker Wire’s Versatile Spine 
frame to work seamlessly with the illuminated handrail. The Banker Wire L-62 
woven wire mesh pattern used at the High Roller has a contemporary look 
that matches the wheel’s sleek aesthetic while also providing the necessary 
strength and durability required.

Southwest Architectural Metals teamed 
directly with the architect to redesign a 
custom stainless steel railing system that 
uses Banker Wire’s Versatile Spine frame 
and R.B. Wagner’s illuminated handrail. The 
outcome of the collaboration provided the 
owner with a superior product that was 
custom-built to suit this unique project.

“ 

“ 

Mat Wright
Southwest Architectural Metals



L-62

THE LINQ
HIGH ROLLER

Exterior Railing
Las Vegas, Nevada, USA

Shown below in stainless steel

Versatile Spine



Baltimore based GWWO Architects, designer of the new West Village Commons for Towson 
University, was looking for an alternative to glass for the building’s grand staircase and 
second floor atrium safety railings. It turned to Banker Wire for help. The woven wire 
mesh pattern 3DZ-151 was selected. This attractive open-weave mesh is near opaque 
when viewed straight-on, but becomes translucent when viewed at an angle. This feature 
provides some privacy at the atrium level where students eat, but like glass, allows light 
to pass through, creating a safe enclosure that doesn’t impart a closed-in feeling.



TOWSON UNIVERSITY  
WEST VILLAGE 

COMMONS

Interior Railing
Towson, Maryland, USA

3DZ-151

While designing the new West Village Commons at Towson 
University, we were in search of a glass alternative for the 
main stair and the second level atrium. We chose Banker Wire 
mesh to create privacy, but also to allow light into the stairway. 
The mesh is a beautiful product, and Banker Wire is more 
economically feasible than some other options on the market.

“ 
“ 

Alan E Reed, FAIA, LEED AP
Design Principal, GWWO Architects

Shown below in stainless steel



The brand new Jacobs Hall at the University of California, Berkeley houses the 
Jacobs Institute for Design Innovation in the College of Engineering. The 24,000 
square foot building contains design studios, various laboratories, a student 
lounge, classrooms, and cutting edge technology to immerse students in hands-
on, human centered design. 

Outside of Jacobs Hall, Banker Wire’s M13Z-145 woven wire mesh was utilized in 
the exterior railing and bridge fabricated by Lee’s Imperial Welding of Fremont, 
California. The wide aspect ratio and long, vertical three-wire bundle of the wire 
mesh creates the appearance of continuous lines along the length of the railing. 
The wire mesh was produced so that the M13Z-145 pattern paralleled the flats and 
slopes of the staircases and bridge. Not only aesthetically pleasing in this unique 
configuration, the wire mesh acts as subtle guide for pedestrians.

We are very happy with Banker 
Wire’s material — in regard to both 
looks and performance. It is robust 
enough for a structurally-sound, 
high-traffic railing infill, but also 
semi-transparent to satisfy an 
elegant design. Banker provided 
a lot of good options to find just 
the right pattern to achieve this.

“ 

“ 

Ryan Jang, AIA, LEED AP
Senior Associate, LEDDY MAYTUM STACY ARCHITECTS



M13Z-145

UC BERKELEY,
JACOBS HALL

Exterior Railing
Berkeley, California, USA

Shown below in stainless steel



A former hospital, the 12 story UCLA South Tower was converted to a research laboratory 
facility to keep up with the schools research and educational programs. The building 
underwent exterior upgrades along with a newly designed glass enclosed stair tower. Well 
lit by the abundance of southern California sunlight, the stair tower used a custom wire 
mesh pattern as railing infill material.

The M55Z-2 woven wire mesh is a beautiful rectangular 5 wire repeat pattern with a high 
percent open area. The long straight sections of wire are interrupted by a smooth and 
gentle crimp that make way for intersection points along the woven mesh pattern repeat.



UCLA CENTER  
FOR HEALTH  

AND SERVICES
Interior Railing

Los Angeles, California, USA

M55Z-2

We chose to work with Banker Wire’s product because 
we wanted the railing infill to look somewhat transparent 
while meeting building codes. Banker delivered a 
maintenance-free material that satisfied both of these 
needs for the railing systems in an unconditioned space.

“ 

“ 

Phiroze Titina
Principal, ZGF Architects LLP

Shown below in stainless steel



The University of Pittsburgh at Greensburg chose Banker Wire mesh to 
outfit its first building designed for LEED Gold certification. Enclosed in 
glass, the building’s main internal stairway allows for an expansive view 
of the surrounding woods and stream. Powder coated metal mesh infill 
panels in a custom powder coated angle iron frame, both manufactured by 
Banker Wire, form a semi-transparent stairway railing that complements 
the space’s glass facade. The railing’s transparency was an especially 
important feature, as the designers wanted the outdoors to be visible 
from all of the occupied spaces within the building. The Banker Wire infill 
panels and angle iron frame were also used on the building’s exterior ramp 
and plaza, where they allow for the uninterrupted transmission of natural 
light into the building.

For this installation, we wanted a railing system that was 
custom and transparent, but more durable and easier 
for our client to maintain than glass. The FPZ-16 mesh 
with powder-coated finish met that criteria.

”

“ 

Kent Suhrbier
Principal, FortyEighty Architecture



FPZ-16

UNIVERSITY OF  
PITTSBURGH  

AT GREENSBURG

Interior Railing
Greensburg, Pennsylvania, USA

Shown below in stainless steel

Shown below with powder coatAngle Iron



Looking for a “Big bang for the buck” the interior design team from Ankrom Mosian 
Architects reached out to Banker Wire for a simple solution. They wanted to dress up 
the interior space of the Valley River Inn located in Eugene, Oregon but were on a tight 
budget. Rather than replace the entire railing, they opted for dressing it up with woven 
wire mesh jewelry.

Individual pieces of M22-43 and S-12 woven wire mesh were manufactured and the edges 
were “Flow” welded to create a rounded soft edge. Each pieces was sent out to be plated 
in a bright copper finish. The splash of color and mixture of texture adds visual interest 
to the space.



VALLEY RIVER 
INN

Decorative Elements for Interior Railing
Eugene, Oregon, USA

M22-43

S-12

Shown below in stainless steel

Shown below in stainless steel



The Rosenkranz Hall building located on Yale University campus is designed with a large 
open atrium that allows an abundance of natural light to fill the space. Banker Wire 
stainless steel mesh pattern M13Z-145 was chosen to outline each floor and staircase as 
railing infill panels.

The M13Z-145 wire mesh is framed using the stainless steel Versatile Spine frame system. 
The V-Spine frames were customized to suit the designers preference of maintaining a 
slim profile and connect to a painted perpendicular flat bar without any visible mounting 
hardware. The versatility of the V-Spine frames provided the solution with a “Key” and 
“Keyhole” mounting approach. The frame’s spines were cut with “Keys” or bump outs 
every so often around the perimeter to be inserted into “Keyholes” or notches that were 
laser cut into the perpendicular flat bars. The dry fitup allowed Berlin Steel to make a 
non-welded connection that satisfied the design requirements.



M13Z-145

YALE UNIVERSITY
Interior Railing

New Haven, Connecticut, USA

Shown below in stainless steel





PARKING GARAGES



The 1925 built 111,000 square foot building located in the heart of Detroit serves as ideal 
parking for the future 615 Lafayette Detroit Media Partnership tenants. The building which 
had been fully enclosed with glass windows, required improved ventilation for use as a 
parking garage. The F-83 aluminum woven wire mesh pattern fulfilled this requirement as 
well as maintained the security and traditional aesthetic of the building. Each wire mesh 
panel was woven and sheared to a diamond orientation to mimic the old wired glass that 
previously had been used in its place.   

We were very impressed with the ability of 
Banker Wire to customize their material 
to match the exact specifications by the 
architect. Banker exceeded our expectations 
and delivered a beautiful, quality product.

“ 

“ 

Acme Wire & Iron Works



F-83

DETROIT NEWS 
PARKING GARAGE

Parking Garage Panels
Detroit, Michigan USA

Shown below in stainless steel



Banker Wire M13Z-145 decorative wire mesh panels adorn the new 
350-space parking structure located in Haverhill, Massachusetts. Part 
of a high density, historic downtown district, the new parking garage 
adds another step in the right direction for revitalizing the area. The 
overall project included wire mesh on the parking structure’s facade, 
railing infill panels, and signage backgrounds.



M13Z-145

MVRTA/HAVERHILL
PARKING GARAGE

Interior Railing and Façade
Merrimack Valley, Massachusetts USA

Shown below in stainless steel



Banker Wire stainless steel PZ-11 architectural wire mesh was used as 
a cost savings alternative material to fill the openings of this village 
style shopping mall. The rectangular plain crimped wire mesh was 
manufactured to size and were installed using a powder coated angle 
and bar pressure fit by bolts. Each opening of this shopping village’s 
parking structure is covered with architectural wire mesh panelized by 
Meyer Metal Systems.



PZ-11

RANDHURST VILLAGE 
PARKING GARAGE

Parking Garage Panels
Mount Prospect, Illinois, USA

We have worked with Banker Wire in the past and have 
always been pleased with their efficiency. They study the 
need at hand and come back quickly with an innovative 
solution that meets or exceeds the structural and 
aesthetic specifications at reduced costs for the project.

“ 

“ 

Ken Tardio
Meyer Metal Systems

Shown below in stainless steel



Chapman Sisson Architects of Huntsville collaborated with Banker Wire to design 
attractive, out-of-this-world wire mesh panels for the front of the parking structure at 
the University of Alabama in Huntsville. The material selected for the panels was Banker 
Wire’s M13Z-145 architectural woven wire mesh – a heavy, large scale, and rigid cable 
weave design. The woven wire mesh added a very distinct element to the structure, while 
reflecting both sunshine and architectural lighting giving the building very distinct looks 
from day to night.

We chose to work with Banker Wire on this project 
because their vast portfolio of work gave us confidence 
in their product. Also, their experience made them 
a creative partner in the design process.

“ “ 

Bart Rye
Architect, Chapman Sisson Architects



UNIVERSITY OF 
ALABAMA HUNTSVILLE
PARKING STRUCTURE

Parking Garage Panels
Huntsville, Alabama, USA

M13Z-145 Shown below in stainless steel



Large openings in this Las Vegas parking garage were filled with FPZ-16 
wire mesh constructed with Galfan wire. The Galfan’s superior corrosion 
resistance was chosen as an alternative to stainless steel. A “Desert 
Sand” powder coat was applied as the final finish to blend in with its 
surroundings.

Even though the FPZ-16 is a large scale wire mesh, the appearance of 
the pattern becomes quite fine from the viewers perspective on the 
ground. Banker Wire can scale the wire mesh to suit the performance and 
appearance desired for your next wire mesh parking garage design.



FPZ-16

WYNN LAS VEGAS
Parking Garage

Las Vegas, Nevada, USA

Shown below in stainless steel





FENCES + ENCLOSURES



Located in the heart of downtown Toronto, Ontario, Canada stands the Delta Hotel where 
guests can “Expect Even More” from their stay. The exterior staircase is enclosed with 
Banker Wire panalized LPZ-62 woven wire mesh pattern in U-edge frames. The mesh and 
frames were manufactured in T316 stainless steel and were given a brushed satin finish. 
Once the structural steel framework was put in place, the panels were designed with 
custom placed mounting tabs and holes to allow the installer to quickly and efficiently 
install the panels.

The stainless steel LPZ-62 wire mesh panels create a semi-transparent skin for this space 
to remain enclosed while allowing it to ventilate. The shape and texture of the crimped 
woven wire mesh provides unique ever changing reflective beauty as the sun angle 
changes throughout the day. At night, LED lights shower the wire surfaces to enhance the 
metallic skin appearance.

The information and supporting materials 
[Banker Wire] provided made it easy to specify 
and design with their product. Banker Wire was 
very helpful throughout the design process. 
Their support, along with a top-quality product, 
made this project a success. We wouldn’t 
hesitate to work with Banker again.

“ 

“ 

Stephen Hood
Senior Principal & Designer, Page + Steele/IBI Group Architects



LPZ-62

DELTA HOTEL

Façade and Enclosure
Toronto, Ontario, Canada

Shown below in stainless steel



Banker Wire provided more than 60,000 square feet of FPZ-16 and FPZ-44 woven 
wire mesh for the project. Combining two different mesh pattern spacings, these 
weaves provide the transparency and uninterrupted sight lines characteristic of 
glass, but with increased durability and lower maintenance. The wire mesh was 
used to fill the triangular openings in the pedestrian bridges. The combination of 
strength and beauty provided by woven wire mesh makes it perfect for large-scale 
architectural applications where fall protection is essential, like the Dulles Metrorail.



DULLES CORRIDOR 
METRORAIL WALKWAYS

Pedestrian Walkway
Washington D.C. and Northern Virginia, USA

FPZ-16

FPZ-44

Shown below in stainless steel

Shown below in stainless steel



A simple and elegant Lock crimp weave creates the consistency in this beautiful 
wire mesh pool fence while providing function by satisfying code. The mesh was 
originally woven by Banker Wire in a standard bare bronze wire. The customer then 
applied a secondary process to darken the wire and give it that aged look so desired 
for an exterior landscape application. L-188 is a medium duty Lock Crimp wire mesh 
and can be woven in any alloy wire. The high percent open area and woven strength 
makes this a perfect mesh specification for all fence styles. Banker Wire mesh can 
add style to any landscape architecture project. Woven wire mesh can be woven in a 
large range of alloys to make any mesh suitable for exterior environmental elements.



L-188

QUANSOO WOODS

Pool Fence
Martha’s Vineyard, Massachusetts, USA

Shown below in standard bare bronze



Completed in 2015, the Stade de Soccer de Montreal is an award-winning addition to Montreal’s sports culture.  The facility is situated along the edge for a former quarry that is 
currently in the process of being transformed into a nearly 500 –acre ecological park. Soucier+Perrotte Architectes designed the extraordinary building to celebrate the landscape 
it sits on and the multiculturalism of the area.

The indoor soccer field is flanked on one side by two stories, accommodating spectating benches, locker rooms, an event space, fitness room, and offices. Banker Wire’s M12Z-17 was 
selected as the enclosure, which doubles as a balcony railing, to protect the spectators and other people that utilize the facilities. This twin wire rigid cable weave is strong and well-
suited to stop the fast approach of soccer balls. While the mesh is strong, it has higher percent open area to allow the natural light from the expansive windows to fill the entire facility.



M12Z-17

STADE DE SOCCER 
DE MONTRÉAL

Enclosure and Railing
Montréal, Quebec, Canada

Shown below in stainless steel



A new parking structure with a rooftop play deck was added to the Wilshire Temple 
campus to support the renovation of two schools. Banker Wire FPZ-10 woven wire 
mesh was chosen to as an exterior design element. Both the garage openings 
and exterior staircase structures were framed and panelized to attached to the 
structural steel supports.



FPZ-10

WILSHIRE BLVD. 
TEMPLE

Enclosure and Façade
Los Angeles, California, USA

Shown below in stainless steel





MILLWORK + CLADDING 



The AECOM project encompassed the consolidation of seven operating companies into one 
integrated office space that reflected the progressive culture of the company. We were 
charged with utilizing the existing transitional mahogany wood clad elevator lobby without 
compromising the contemporary design intent. To achieve this, we layered two different styles 
of Banker Wire Architectural Wire Mesh panels over the existing wood panels to integrate it 
with the rest of the design elements. We used lighting to enhance the contrast of the wood 
and sparkle of the mesh to create a unique back drop for the firm’s logo. The stainless steel 
Architectural Wire Mesh was the best solution to add textural interest and make a striking first 
impression as you walk into the suite’s main lobby.

“ 

” Amy Lowey, LEED AP
Interior Designer



AECOM OFFICES
Wall Cladding

Atlanta, Georgia, USA

F-48

M13Z-187

Shown below in stainless steel

Shown below in stainless steel



Banker Wire had the great pleasure of fabricating custom wire 
mesh panels for this beautiful Montana home. The S-15 stainless 
steel woven wire mesh was cut on a 45 degree angle to achieve 
a diamond orientation. The diamond mesh was then framed with 
1/8" stainless steel flat bar to allow the frame to reveal itself once 
the cabinet maker installed the mesh panel into the door openings.

The owner’s lifestyle and tastes 
readily harmonize with the strength, 
craftsmanship, and sparkle of the 
[woven wire mesh] panels. 

“ “ 

Carl Erickson Associates



S-15

BIG SKY 
RESIDENCE

Cabinetry
Big Sky, Montana, USA

Shown below in stainless steel



Banker Wire angle iron frames with a powder coat finish make a statement as you enter 
this university building. The angle iron frame is a simple way to finish off the perimeter of 
a wire mesh panel while providing a natural stand-off from the applied surface. Angle iron is 
completely customizable and is readily available in all alloys, sizes and thicknesses. The large, 
four wire repeat pattern of the M44-2 woven wire mesh pattern is consistently aligned and 
the gray powder coat finish visually jumps off the black background. The M44-2 wire mesh is 
an amazingly versatile woven mesh pattern that looks right as an interior or exterior design 
element. The strength of the lock crimp construction and size of the wire diameter for this 
weave will provide long lasting beauty to this university environment.



M44-2

BRANDON 
UNIVERSITY

Desk Cladding
Brandon, Manitoba, Canada

Shown below in stainless steel



Award-winning steakhouse Carnevino, already a popular restaurant 
destination in Las Vegas, was looking to make an immediate impression 
for diners at its newest location in Hong Kong. The goal was to create a 
high-end luxury steakhouse accented with details inspired from vintage 
racing motifs. To turn this vision into reality, Carnevino’s designers 
utilized wire mesh from Banker Wire, giving the decor key metal 
finishes that fit perfectly with the race-inspired machine aesthetic. 
Banker Wire’s DS-1, SZ-4 and IPZ-25 mesh styles were chosen for this 
project and used throughout the restaurant as a background accent 
material for stone, metal, and leather paneling. The use of wire mesh 
helped bring depth and texture to Carnevino’s walls, providing a visual 
experience that conveys luxury and richness.

We chose Banker Wire mesh due to its quality 
and reputation as a leading manufacturer of 
unique materials. The wire mesh we used helped 
breathe life into the décor and brought the 
overall palette together in a truly rich manner.

“ 

“ 

Cliff Lin
Senior Designer, AvroKO



CARNEVINO
Cabinetry and Cladding

Central, Hong Kong Island, Hong Kong

DS-1

IPZ-25

SZ-4

Shown below in stainless steel

Shown below in stainless steel and copper

Shown below in stainless steel and copper



This Chicago high rise features the most luxurious of amenities, and the design team at 
Becker Architects needed to create minimalist, yet elegant wall panels to conceal both 
mechanical equipment and an elaborate home control system. Boasting functionality 
and beauty, Banker Wire mesh was the perfect option to cover these systems. Since the 
control system generates an excess of heat, regular solid doors or enclosures were not 
an option. Banker Wire’s S-12 mid-fill woven wire mesh provided openings large enough 
to allow for proper air circulation and small enough to obscure equipment details. The 
mesh was used in multiple panels, each identical and spanning two feet wide and eight 
feet tall in the apartment’s hallway. The panels conceal air handlers and permit return air 
to flow unrestricted.



S-12

CHICAGO LUXURY 
APARTMENT

Equipment Concealing Wall Panels
Chicago, Illinois, USA

The mesh panels weren’t just aesthetic – 
they resolved a number of functional issues 
efficiently and elegantly. They beautifully 
complement other minimalist details in the 
apartment, and we couldn’t be happier with 
the outcome.

“ 

“ 

Richard Becker
President, Becker Architects

Shown below in stainless steel



Custom designed patio furniture is adorned with Banker Wire S-18 stainless steel flat 
wire mesh. The broad flat surface of this basket like weave collects the warmth and 
glow of this outdoor fire pit and surrounds the person sitting in the chair.



S-18

CUSTOM PATIO 
FURNITURE

Custom Furniture
Wichita, Kansas, USA

Shown below in stainless steel



Heavy Opaque woven wire mesh was DS-1 and DS-2 were used as a turntable 
flooring surface to display a new line of cars at the Detroit Auto Show. The 
large sheets of these solid weaves were laser cut and pieced together. The 
shape of these cladding style woven wire mesh patterns reflects light at many 
different angles, making the floor sparkle as the rotating platform spins. 



DS-1

DS-2

DETROIT  
AUTO SHOW

Flooring
Detroit, Michigan, USA

Shown below in stainless steel

Shown below in stainless steel



The Fairview Building in Milwaukee, Wisconsin is a 1961 office building that 
has recently undergone major interior remodeling. Paul Davis Restoration 
and Remodeling had previously worked with Banker Wire and knew that 
when the design called for wire mesh, Banker was their go-to.

The main goal of the project was to not only provide a modern look to the 
lobby, but to obscure the large vent registers on the walls while still allowing 
air to pass through. To meet these goals, the SZ-4 woven wire mesh pattern 
in stainless steel, framed by the Versatile Channel, was chosen. The panels 
utilize stainless steel standoff mounting hardware with decorative caps to 
maintain room for air to flow from the vent registers while allowing the 
warmth of the wood paneling to show through.  The natural light filtering 
through the doors, along with the warm down lighting, glint off the stainless 
steel making the lobby feel warm and inviting.



FAIRVIEW 
BUILDING
Decorative Wall Cladding

Milwaukee, Wisconsin, USA

SZ-4

Versatile Channel

Shown below in stainless steel



IBI Group, Canada’s largest integrated architectural and engineering firm and the 
fourth largest in the world, fell in love with the detail and quality of wire mesh while 
working on a project for one of its clients. So, it was no surprise it used Banker Wire’s 
mesh when it renovated its new office space in Edmonton, Alberta.

The walls in the gallery and technology boardroom were clad with the wire mesh 
creating an ambiance that inspires creativity. Banker Wire’s S-18 architectural woven 
wire mesh was chosen for this project because of its low percent open area that added 
a refined reflective quality. The wall tiles were custom formed to eliminate the need 
for a large framing system and to give a more organic and dimensional appearance to 
the tile arrangement.

We wanted to create an interesting gallery area that 
reflected our expertise. The beauty and richness 
of the woven wire mesh allowed us to design an 
impressive element. Banker Wire was selected 
because of the beauty and richness of the woven 
wire mesh. Everyone that sees the installation 
always touches and comments on them.

“ 

“ 

Cory Bent 
Senior Interior Designer, IBI Group



S-18

IBI GROUP
OFFICE

Interior Wall Cladding
Edmonton, Alberta, Canada

Shown below in stainless steel



The 5,000-square-foot locker room, called the Rachel Fairman Adams Spartan Locker 
Room, after the late mother of former MSU and NFL offensive lineman Flozell Adams, 
leaves no question of the identity of its home team. A Spartans carpet covers its floor, 
photos of the team decorate its walls, and green accents are interspersed throughout the 
space. Every detail is tended to including the lockers themselves, which are embellished 
with Banker Wire woven wire mesh. Integrated Design Solutions sought an alternative to 
traditional wood lockers. For that purpose, they turned to Banker Wire, eventually selecting 
the M44-2 weave. This pattern features groups of four wires that intersect in a plaid-like 
pattern, adding visual interest to the lockers, and allowing their users to place hangers and 
other items almost anywhere they choose. In stainless steel, it complements the Spartan 
green used throughout the facility.

We looked at several materials to use as 
embellishments. Banker Wire mesh had an 
upscale look and was still durable enough 
to use in an athletic environment.

“ “ 

Ann Green
Senior Associate, Integrated Design Solutions



M44-2

MICHIGAN STATE 
UNIVERSITY 

LOCKER ROOM
Functional Locker Cladding

Lansing, Michigan, USA



Northwestern Mutual, a financial services company based in Milwaukee, Wisconsin, 
has expanded into a brand new, modern office space – in a building that is nearly 
a century old. The company worked with Eppstein Uhen Architects to completely 
renovate the interior of Milwaukee’s Van Buren building which was built in 1926. 
Banker Wire’s Ds-1 opaque woven wire mesh pattern now clads the interior elevator 
banks on all seven floors. 

After consulting with Banker Wire, designers selected DS-1 woven wire mesh for 
the space. Gently undulating flat wires woven with thinner, straight wires produce 
a robust, symmetric fabric with soothing qualities that bring visual depth to this 
vertical application. The opaque metal fabric contrasts texturally with the smooth 
elevator door and complements the warmth of nearby wood paneling for a modern 
aesthetic that achieve the architect’s design goals.

The Banker Wire woven wire mesh 
contributed a valuable design solution for 
this space. Integration of the mesh around 
the elevator openings not only solved our 
concerns regarding durability and seaming 
at the control panels, but the pattern’s 
high degree of opacity also satisfied our 
aesthetic expectations of the material.

“ 

“ 

Jennifer Herr
Senior Interior Designer, Eppstein Uhen Architects



DS-1

NORTHWESTERN
 MUTUAL OFFICE

Wall Cladding
Milwaukee, Wisconsin, USA

Shown below in stainless steel



Several years ago, the RSA Trustmark Building, in the 
heart of Mobile, Alabama, underwent a $50-million, top-to-
bottom renovation. The 34-story building was completely 
overhauled with the theme of the new renovations paying 
tribute the famous Mardi Gras tradition in Mobile. The 
elevators of the building are clad in a customized Banker 
Wire SZ-4 woven wire mesh.

The SZ-4 wire mesh pattern typically is woven with a 
stainless steel warp wire and a bronze, copper or brass 
fill wire at every available intersection. The architect had 
requested that the amount of bronze be reduced in the 
overall weave.  It was decided to alternate from bronze 
and stainless in the fill direction; weaving two stainless 
for every one bronze wire.  The result created a subtle hint 
of bronze in the wire mesh that compliments the vibrant 
surrounding elements of this elevator cab interior.



SZ-4

RSA TRUSTMARK
BUILDING ELEVATOR

Elevator Cladding
Mobile, Alabama, USA

Shown below in custom stainless steel & bronze



The rich walnut cabinetry of this Green Lake, Wisconsin home is complemented by 
Banker Wire’s S-16 Bronze woven wire mesh. The bronze wire mesh has been finished to 
a US10B (dark bronze) to match the cabinet hardware. This customer used the wire mesh 
to insert directly on top of the cabinetry’s existing wood panels. The result is a focus on 
the woven wire mesh texture rather than what is inside the cabinet.

The S-16 architectural wire mesh pattern has been designed specifically for lower tensile 
materials like copper, bronze, and brass. The faceted shape of the wire will reflect light 
at different angles throughout the day.  The standard finish for the S-16 pattern is “Bare” 
unlacquered bronze, brass or copper however there are a number of secondary finishes 
available that will enhance this woven wire characteristic without masking it.



S-16

SANDSTONE
RESIDENCE

Cabinetry
Green Lake, Wisconsin, USA

Shown below in standard bare bronze





CEILINGS + CANOPIES 



Rich in iron work history, Milwaukee uses Banker Wire copper 
woven wire mesh along the Downtown Riverwalk system. Multiple 
information kiosks line the river, each with a mesh canopy. 
Information kiosks are spread throughout the three miles of 
riverwalk on both sides of the Milwaukee River. Information provides 
pedestrians and boaters alike with navigational information so that 
they may easily and safely get to where they are going.



LP-24

MILWAUKEE RIVERWALK 
INFORMATION KIOSKS

Information Kiosk Canopy
Milwaukee, Wisconsin, USA

Shown below in standard bronze



The entrance ceiling of this New York City building is adorned with multiple 
layers of architectural woven metal fabrics — FSZ-1, P-278, and PZ-7. The 
different textures and visual weights created by the layers of wire mesh are 
held by suspension rods and standoffs.

This custom ceiling uses stainless angle iron frames with the woven wire 
mesh welded to the back side. The down rods set the spacing to create the 
multiple layers of transparency.



MORTON SQUARE

Ceiling
New York City, New York, USA

FSZ-1

P-278

PZ-7

Shown below in stainless steel

Shown below in stainless steel

Shown below in stainless steel



ONE City Plaza, Greenville’s pedestrian-only city center, is the city’s newest mixed-use hub featuring retail, dining, university and office spaces. The public space offers ample 
shade, seating and landscaping, which are enjoyed by both the city’s residents and visitors. Banker Wire mesh forms the 20-by-125 foot shade structure that serves as the 
centerpiece for the plaza, and meaningfully evokes Greenville’s history. Greenville was previously known as the textile center of the world, and Civitas, designer of ONE City Plaza, 
wanted to pay homage to the city’s past of being the textile center of the world. That desire led them to consider metal fabric for the shade structure, and they selected Banker 
Wire wire mesh based on the company’s combination of quality, cost-efficiency and design expertise. The Banker Wire S-12 pattern used has raised facets that draw attention to 
its woven composition in a nod to the textile industry.

The shade structure, formed by stainless steel wire mesh, provides a beautiful and comfortable place for visitors to ONE City Plaza to relax. Banker Wire S-12 has a low percent 
open area, which means it can provide shade without blocking light out entirely. By day, it shields guests from the potentially harsh Southern sun, allowing them to dine, lounge 
and stroll in comfort. By night, small LED lights mounted on the shade structure’s frame illuminate the tables and walkway below. The woven wire mesh filters and reflects the 
light, giving the plaza a soft glow.



S-12

ONE CITY PLAZA

Shade Structure
Greenville, South Carolina, USA

Shown below in stainless steel



Sierra Nevada Brewing Company’s Mills River Taproom in Mills River, North Carolina, 
features design accents from Banker Wire. Banker Wire provided the brewery with 2,200 
square feet of wire mesh for a variety of applications – mainly in the ceiling panels. 
The mid-fill weave of S-9 in T304 stainless steel is an architecturally stunning element 
that offers sustainability and durability, echoing the company’s high quality standards. 
Banker Wire only uses the finest quality stainless steel wire, and strives for flawless 
physical consistencies and surface luster in its wire mesh. In addition to the ceiling 
panels, Banker Wire mesh was used to add a fun, quirky touch to the taproom itself. 
Stainless woven wire mesh signs were placed along the walls to outline and list the 
Brewery’s signature Sierra Nevada craft beers.

We find Banker Wire to be an excellent solution for so many different 
design challenges. The unsurpassed quality at a reasonable price 
shows how dedicated the company is to serving its customers. 
I had never specified Banker Wire in a project prior to the Mills 
River Taproom, but have used it multiple times since.

“ 

“ 

Matt Gallaway
Principal Architect, Russell Gallaway Associates



S-9

SIERRA NEVADA
BREWERY

Ceiling and Signage
Mills River, North Carolina, USA

Shown below in standard bronze



The Chelsea Theater located at the Cosmopolitan Resort, Las Vegas is a new and exciting 
40,000 square foot event and entertainment space with interiors that will delight the 
senses. Banker Wire M22-28 and L-81 woven wire mesh patterns were used as a custom 
ceiling and wall panel design located throughout the lounge and theater spaces.

The wire mesh creates texture and reflectivity to the space. The semi-transparent 
characteristics of wire mesh diffuse the lighting and cast unique and inviting shadows 
through the various forms and surfaces.



THE CHELSEA AT 
THE COSMOPOLITAIN

Ceiling
Las Vegas, Nevada, USA

L-81

M22-28

Shown below in standard bronze

Shown below in standard bronze





SPACE DIVIDERS + DISPLAYS



Apropoe’s, the restaurant at Baltimore’s Marriott Waterfront, uses Banker Wire mesh “pavilions” to divide the room. Each pavilion 
houses its own seating space and table, creating a sense of intimacy. The M44-2 metal mesh features groups of four wires that intersect 
in a plaid-like pattern, creating contemporary, highly defined partitions that match the restaurant’s sophisticated yet comfortable 
ambiance. Banker Wire U-Edge frame provides the structure for the woven wire mesh partitions and canopies. The plain steel woven 
wire mesh and U-Edge frame were coated in a coffee-colored patina prior to installation.

The architect and designer had an ambitious vision 
– and the Banker Wire mesh allowed them to achieve 
their vision and meet the requirements of the space.”

“ 
Tad Brooks
Interwood Enterprises, Inc.



M44-2

APROPOE’S AT THE
BALTIMORE MARRIOT
WATERFRONT HOTEL

Restaurant Space Dividers
Baltimore, Maryland, USA

Shown below in stainless steel



Built by Foster + Partners with the interior designed by LSM, the 
Covington Center is located in the heart of downtown Washington. LSM 
created a large conference area enclosed by Banker Wire S-12 woven wire 
mesh sandwiched between glass. The large glass wall was fabricated by 
Depp Glass and incorporated the S-12 wire mesh with a custom plated 
finish applied by Valley City Plating.



S-12

COVINGTON 
CENTER

Glass Encased Space Divider
Washington, District of Columbia, USA

Shown below in stainless steel



The 148 year old Frye Company, manufacturer of leather 
footwear and accessories, opened its first Frye Store last year 
in a century-old cast iron factory in New York. Banker Wire’s 
P-286 brass-finish wire mesh was chosen for the project by 
New York based architectural firm, AvroKO. The firm used wire 
mesh because it has a nice industrial quality while maintaining 
a bright luster and glow from the brass. It also allows 
merchandise to be seen through the mesh and keeps sight 
lines open throughout the room. The use of wire mesh also 
helped AvroKO acquire enough LEED points to earn Platinum 
certification for the project.

We wanted the project to reflect the high 
craftsmanship of Frye boots and its legacy. We 
chose Banker Wire because the quality of the 
mesh is quite good, and we like the selection of  
sizes. The client was very happy with the final 
product and the mesh looks lovely in the space.

“ 

“ 

Greg Bradshaw
Partner, AvroKO



P-286

FRYE BOOTS
NYC STORE

Retail Store Display
New York City, New York, USA

Shown below in standard bronze



This 6,500-square foot Midtown Manhattan showroom was recently renovated, inspired by the 
brand’s history. Banker Wire woven wire mesh is used as suspended screens throughout the 
space distinguish between the various sections of the showroom. 

The M22-37 and M22-22 wire mesh were customized with a copper and stainless mixed alloy 
weave pattern to add metallic accents to the space. The wire mesh acts as space dividers and 
adds a delicate, reflective metallic backdrop to the showcased Italian made furniture designs.   
The high transparency of the wire mesh screen keeps the space with a feeling of openness 
while still creating boundaries from one display to the next. Banker Wire created a simple yet 
effective top and bottom stainless steel laser cut bar assembly to firmly attach to the wire 
mesh sheets and allow them to be tensioned at the ceiling and floor. 



FURNITURE 
SHOWROOM

Space Dividers
Manhattan, New York, USA

M22-22

M22-37

Shown below in stainless steel and copper

Shown below in custom stainless steel and copper



The famous upscale shopping district of Ginza located in Chuo, Toyko, Japan brings shoppers 
from all around the world to experience the sights and sounds of cutting edge retail design. 
With the main focus of retail design being to attract the attention of customers, Banker Wire’s 
enormous range of woven wire mesh continues to excite and inspire the couturier.

Individual framed panels of IPZ-25 stainless steel and bronze mixed woven wire mesh are 
interestingly positioned at all angles in various locations throughout the space. Lighting from 
above cascades the wire mesh assemblies highlighting the reflective characteristics of an 
intercrimp/plain woven wire mesh fabric.



IPZ-25

GINZA 
DEPARTMENT STORE

Retail Store Display
Ginza, Chuo, Tokyo, Japan

Shown below in stainless steel and bronze



How would you protect a national treasure? The Harley-Davidson Museum 
chose the Banker Wire SJD-3 woven wire mesh — secured with the Banker 
Wire customized angle iron frame called the “Heritage” frame. This 
architectural wire mesh gate serves as the entrance to over 100 years of 
motorcycle history. Powder coated a satin black, large scale SJD-3 wire 
mesh blends into its surroundings. The Heritage frame provides a strong 
attachment that can be incorporated to any design.

The Heritage frame uses the Banker Wire innovative “Center Spine” 
construction that is laser cut to accept each wire mesh tail. The spine is 
then covered by two opposing tried and true angle iron pieces to create 
a solid 3 ply perimeter



SJD-3

HARLEY DAVIDSON
MUSEUM

Space Dividers
Milwaukee, Wisconsin, USA

Shown below in stainless steel



Honda was in search of a “Futuristic” material to compliment their 
new Honda Solar Hydrogen Station prototype. They found what they 
were looking for in the Banker Architectural DS-5 Opaque woven wire 
mesh. The DS-5 opaque style architectural weave actually allows small 
slivers of light to shine through the mesh. As opposed to a machined 
opening, the DS-5 transparency appears more organic and natural.



DS-5

HONDA SOLAR 
HYDROGEN STATION 

PROTOTYPE

Branded Display
Los Angeles, California, USA

Shown below in stainless steel



Brass M12Z-27 wire mesh set in front of black slate tiles takes notice as the 
background for this popular restaurant’s iconic signature sculpture. The 
designer chose to use the back side of the rectangular flat top mesh pattern 
to showcase the unique bumpy woven texture. Designing with architectural 
wire mesh adds an organic texture to any sign or display. 



M12Z-27

M12Z-27

RESTAURANT 
EXTERIOR 

WALL PANELS
Exterior Display

Irvine, California, USA

Front, shown below in standard brass

Back, shown below in standard brass



Banker Wire mesh, combined with an innovative Banker Wire frame, forms a corporate 
identifier that symbolizes Simon Oswald Architecture’s commitment to progressive 
design. Banker Wire created a design that incorporates two runs of five 44" x 84" mesh 
panels, which are suspended in tension from ceiling-to-floor with stainless steel cables. 
The sign component, fabricated of a sandwich of two sound absorbing panels, occupies 
the space in between the two panels of woven wire mesh – creating an open feeling and 
providing acoustical control without obscuring the SOA logo. Glass-walled conference 
rooms and offices help to reduce visual barriers in the main workspace. Banker Wire 
SJD-4 woven wire mesh creates that same transparent feeling between the reception 
area and the nearby offices. The spaces relies on the Banker Wire Bolted Tension Spine. 
This three-layered system includes an inner spine and two outer frame covers that are 
bolted together, securing the wire mesh without welding. Its subtlety and thinness fits 
with SOA’s overall design, while its strength ensures a durable solution.



SIMON OSWALD 
ARCHITECTURE

OFFICES
Tension Mounted Wire Mesh Partition

Columbia, Missouri, USA

SJD-4

Banker Wire was able to control the density of the mesh to serve two 
purposes. The first was to create tight spacing around the periphery 
of the sign, reducing visibility through to the next space and creating 
a ‘moiré’ effect of movement. The second was to create a more open 
space in the middle, allowing the SOA logo to be more apparent.

“ 

“ 

Robbie Price, AIA, LEED AP BD+C
Architect, Simon Oswald Architecture

Shown below in stainless steel





ART + SIGNAGE



For Arizona’s centennial in 2012, a major streetscape renovation project was 
undertaken to help beautify an arterial road connection the downtown area 
to the Arizona capitol. The project, Centennial Way, honors Arizona’s 100 
years of statehood by transforming the roadway with wider sidewalks and 
crosswalks, enhanced street and pedestrian lighting, as well as benches, 
canopies, and displays that feature historical and cultural information about 
Arizona’s counties. Among the cultural displays, a Tribal Walk is featured, 
paying homage to Arizona’s 22 Native American Tribes.

Banker Wire’s woven wire mesh pattern S-4, in stainless steel, was selected 
to the backdrop for the displays on Centennial Way. The mesh is incorporated 
through the structures, providing a decorative surface that also acts as 
attachment points for the displayed information.



S-4

ARIZONA 
CENTENNIAL WAY 

CELEBRATION

Wayfinding Signage
Phoenix, Arizona, USA

Shown below in stainless steel



Located in a modest shopping district of Downtown Columbus, OH, Brassica recently 
opened their doors in the former quaint corner home of a 14 year town favorite, 
Betty’s Fine Food and Spirits. Along with Brassica’s exquisite Mediterranean inspired 
food comes a fresh new look to the street with the eye catching use of Banker Wire 
M22-83 decorative wire mesh. Helical crimped wires flow in perfect unison with this 
woven mesh to create a sturdy, yet sleek undercurrent of circular designs which 
catch the light from every angle of this modern, corner hot spot.



M22-83

BRASSICA

Exterior Signage
Columbus, Ohio, USA

Shown below in stainless steel



The Hard Rock Café has had a restaurant in Eastern Tennessee for more than 
14 years. It announced the move from Gatlinburg, Tennessee to Pigeon Forge, 
Tennessee in February 2014. A desire for a larger space and free parking 
motivated the relocation, but the restaurant also presents a more contemporary 
look in its new space. The 12,000-square-foot building seats 302 guests and 
offers a private event space and a live music stage.

Designers of the space specified woven wire mesh to serve as a modern backdrop 
to the familiar Hard Rock Café logo featured on the exterior sign. General 
contractor VWCA Construction, Madisonville, Tennessee, directed them toward 
Banker Wire. The S-15 woven wire mesh was chosen as the backdrop for the iconic 
Hard Rock Café sign. The S-15’s wide flat wires, crimped in continuous waves, 
reflects the neon sign’s light to help the exterior exude excitement.



S-18

HARD ROCK CAFE
PIGEON FORGE

Exterior Signage
Pigeon Forge, Tennessee, USA

Shown below in stainless steel



The Mill No. 1, a former cotton mill complex that opened in 1847, is now a mixed-use development housing apartments, 
restaurants, and office space. Renovations began in 2012 after developer Terra Nova Ventures LLC purchased the mill. The 
architecture team, Alexander Design Studio, has worked to keep the integrity and character of the building. Wire mesh was 
originally chosen for the signage based on the history of Mill No. 1. The mill was the largest producer in the world of cotton duck, 
used for many different applications like sailcloth and military tents. The tight weaves of wire mesh were intended to mimic the 
fabric Mill No. 1 was famous for. However, when Ashton Design came across Banker Wire’s M21Z-5 wire mesh it struck a chord 
with the design firm responsible for creating the mill’s new identity.

Once we found the wavy pattern of M21Z-5, we 
could not resist. A prominent graphic element 
Ashton Design created for the Mill No. 1 identity 
was a series of parallel wavy lines to suggest 
the water that runs below the mill buildings.

“ 

“ 

Alexey Ikonomou 
Creative Director, Ashton Design



M21Z-5

MILL NO. 1
SIGNAGE

Signage
Baltimore, Maryland, USA

Shown below in stainless steel



A great example of what happens when the creative process begins to flow. The wire mesh wall art 
was designed completely by a homeowner that knew exactly what he wanted. Layering the wire 
mesh brings an interesting textural effect not duplicated by other materials. 

The bright, 4-wire pattern M44-7 wire mesh in stainless steel at the front mixes with the L-175 
LIC colorized stainless steel lock crimp pattern in the back. The LIC process is a unique method 
of adding perceived colorization to the stainless steel creating a one-of-a-kind effect. The texture 
and form of the crimped woven wire mesh plays a large role in how the range of colors created 
through this process are seen. Both wire mesh panels are held off the wall using barrel standoffs 
with decorative caps straight through holes cut in the wire mesh.

The copper and stainless of the S-16 and SZ-4 architectural wire mesh coordinate in color as well 
as texture for this residential art piece. Each wire mesh panel is cut and formed to overlap each 
other to create a seamless fit. Hidden wood blocks are used to mount the panels so that fasteners 
are not noticed.



L-175

M44-7

S-16

SZ-4

MODERN ARTWORK

Wall-Mounted Artwork
Milwaukee, Wisconsin, USA

Shown below in stainless steel with LIC finish

Shown below in stainless steel

Shown below in standard copper

Shown below in stainless steel and copper



The Banker Wire mesh patterns used in Re-Stack provide the strength and 
durability required by the ambitious outdoor installation. These woven wire mesh 
patterns met the vast array of aesthetics needed to realize Lead Pencil Studio’s 
creative approach. Nine different lock crimp patterns were used, giving a clean 
and crisp look to the futuristic sculpture. The unique appearance of woven wire 
mesh suggests both strength and lightness, adding to Re-Stack’s progressive 
aesthetic.

Half of the wire mesh used in the sculpture was coated in Millennium Tiles’ LIC 
coating for a multi-faceted color appearance. The remaining half was sent to 
Cleveland Black Oxide for conversion coating.

I think that most artists and designers 
would be shocked at the creative options 
available from Banker Wire. We were 
left feeling awestruck by the craft, 
process, and technical range available.”

“ 

Daniel Mihalyo
Artist at Lead Pencil Studio



L-102

L-185

L-48

L-427

RE-STACK
Art Installation - Woven Wire Mesh Sculpture

Seattle, Washington, USA

Shown below in stainless steel

Shown below in stainless steel

Shown below in stainless steel

Shown below in stainless steel



The back-lit lobby wire mesh sign at Regional Economic Development, Inc. (REDI) 
office in Columbia, MO, is defined by layers of Banker Wire F-2 flat-top stainless steel 
wire mesh on aluminum standoffs. Viewed head-on, the printed letters are aligned and 
the sign looks 2D. But as the viewer moves, the sign takes on depth, coming alive from 
the moire effect and the moving shadows of the stacked letters.

Banker Wire precrimped woven wire mesh is manufactured with an emphasis on 
quality and consistency. The quality of the crimp during manufacturing creates 
perfect, dependable results allowing designers to have confidence in using the wire 
mesh material to achieve their most creative ideas.

The sign almost becomes a physical embodiment of the 
client’s business model by taking disparate business 
information, ideas and resources, then layering and 
integrating them into a cogent, coherent solution.

“ “ 

Robbie Price, AIA, LEED AP BD+C
Architect, Simon Oswald Architecture



F-2

REDI OFFICE
INTERIOR SIGN

Signage
Columbia, Missouri, USA

Shown below in stainless steel



Stuart Allen was one of eleven artists selected by the San Antonio River Foundation 
to enhance the beauty of the city’s iconic River Walk. His minimalist suspended panel 
installations entitled 29° 25’ 57” N / 98° 29’ 13” W and 29° 26’ 00” N / 98° 29’ 
07” W under the twin underpasses at McCullough and Brooklyn Avenues create a 
flickering, vibrant illusion and appear to shift and morph with changing patterns of 
texture and blocks of natural color for the passing visitors as their perspectives shift. 
The permanent art displays are 40’ x 10’ installations consisting of 300 24” x 48” 
individual, suspended, stainless steel panels - each enclosing five layers of woven, 
architectural mesh. The three inner layers of mesh are treated with powder coated 
color finishes offering the illusion. A total of 2,400 square feet of stainless steel wire 
mesh was used.

Banker Wire stainless steel wire mesh had a perfect balance of wire spacing and diameter for my 
efforts challenging the boundaries between art and architecture. The material required for the project 
needed to be storm and weather resistant. Banker Wire provided excellent product in a very timely 
and cost effective manner. They even rushed samples to me to test my applications beforehand.

“ “ 

Stuart Allen, Artist



M13Z-179

SAN ANTONIO 
RIVER WALK

Art Installation
San Antonio, Texas, USA

Shown below in stainless steel



The wire mesh sign at the gift shop for the Harley Davidson Museum in Milwaukee, 
WI, has a gritty feel that reflects the motorcycle manufacturer’s no compromise, no 
nonsense attitude. Designed by James Biber an architect with Biber Architects and 
Michael Bierut, a graphic designer with Pentagram Design, both in New York, the sign 
uses multiple layers of a dozen different types of Banker Wire crimp woven wire mesh 
to create a visually appealing texture as it also creates the words, The Shop. The sign 
changes visually depending on the shopper’s angle and distance.

You have to line up correctly in order to read it, so it’s a bit magical in that 
way. Wire mesh has qualities that can be used to great effect. It’s not solid, 
but it can define space and areas, and still be transparent and translucent.

“ “ 

James Biber
Architect, Biber Architects



L-81

L-251

LZ-89

THE SHOP AT THE
HARLEY DAVIDSON

MUSEUM
Custom Signage

Milwaukee, Wisconsin, USA

Shown below in stainless steel

Shown below in stainless steel

Shown below in stainless steel



WE ARE YOUR WIRE MESH AUTHORITY





BANKER WIRE IS YOUR QUALITY DRIVEN MANUFACTURING 
PARTNER FOR WOVEN AND WELDED WIRE MESH.

MANUFACTURERS OF
AMERICAN MADE PRODUCTS

C.I. BANKER WIRE + IRON WORKS    600 PERKINS DRIVE    MUKWONAGO, WI 53149 USA

TOLL FREE 800-523-6772     T 262-363-6120    F 262-363-9792     WWW.BANKERWIRE.COM
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